Brief Information and Price List

Since 1998 Sea-Explorer runs the Dive Center of Reethi Beach under the
guidelines of Robert Schneider.
Apart from the dive excursions, the Dive School is one of the best to learn Scuba
Diving, with over 35 years experience in Maldives. With SCUBA, SSI and PADI we
got great partners to ensure a good service. Our instructors are highly qualified
and speak the most common European languages.

Activities
Snorkeling Excursions
Discover our House Reef - every day we provide a half hour snorkeling experience
with one of our staff free of charge on the house reef of Reethi Beach.
Aquarium
A colorful and lively reef with resident schooling banner fish, moray eels hiding in the
cracks and clown fish cheekily playing peekaboo with you. You will feel like you are
swimming in an aquarium – only this time it’s a natural one!
Coral Garden
A unique place where you will feel like in 1001 nights…One of the most beautiful coral
reefs in Baa Atoll, in addition to the hard coral you are able to encounter tunas, eagle
rays, turtles, fusiliers and schools of snappers and bannerfish.
Turtle Reef
Come with us to our favorite reef for spotting turtles. You will have the chance to snorkel
with green turtles and may also spot a hawksbill turtle in a beautiful hard coral garden.
Apart from this beautiful animal you will be able to encounter tunas, sweet lips, batfish
and plenty of other reef inhabitants.
House Reef Night snorkeling
You will learn that the sea is not dark at night. The bioluminescence will shine, stingrays, squids, octopus, featherstars, crayfish and a lots of other animals will be seen at
night.
Reef Safari
Let us surprise you with two stunning snorkeling sites of our choice! Depending on
weather and sea conditions, you will spend your time exploring some of the reefs our
snorkel guides like the most. Be it a colorful wall or shallow coral garden – for sure you
will have a wonderful time!
Kiki’s Point
You missed our Turtle Reef Trip but you still want a good chance to spot turtles? Come
with us to our neighboring island and join the fun. Explore the top reef with our snorkel
guides and spot many colorful fish, moray eels and maybe even a ray.
Simply Snorkeling
Be surprised with one stunning snorkel site of our choice. Depending on weather and sea
conditions, our snorkel guides will pick one of the reefs they like the most to give you a
relaxed and simple snorkeling experience of the Maldives.
Manta Excursion - a Life Time Experience
Only from mid of June until the end of November. Swim with the majestic manta rays on
this amazing snorkeling trip. Stop at the famous Manta Point to spot them in a unique
unforgettable world class magical experience.
Full Day Excursion
Join su on our trip through the Baa Atoll where we can spend all day at the most
beautiful reefs, which we would not be able to reach on just a single snorkeling trip.
Maybe we even venture with you up to Raa Atoll.

Housereef Diving
The housereef of Reethi Beach lies on a channel and stretches out along the west side of
the island. A beautiful reef wall that drops down to 30m is waiting to be encountered. On
the east side there is a vast ‘thundi’ (sandy lagoon) with nice coral blocks and some nice
artificial surprises.
Due to its diversity and wealth of fish life, the house reef of Reethi Beach is surely one of
the most beautiful ones in the Maldives. The regular passing of spinner dolphins, eagle
rays, schools of barracudas, batfish and thousands of fusiliers are just some of the
highlights. You can also encounter turtles, octopus, lobsters, moray eels and of course
our black tip and lemon shark families.
Yet another specialty is the evening visits by sting rays, guitar sharks and cobias which
come right up to the shore at their daily feeding time.
Four buoys - marking the entries and exits - were set on the channel site, especially for
snorkelers and divers, to be used during both high and low tide for their own safety. The
House reef can be explored from early morning until late in the evening.

Boat Dives
Most of the dive spots can be reached within 10 – 45 minutes by boat (Dhoni). The
furthest dive spot is about 1 hour away from Reethi Beach. At the moment we visit
approx. 60 spots, which are divided in 4 basic categories: thilas (shallow points), outer
reefs, island reefs and atoll reefs.
Depending on the season we can see different fish life. During the south-west monsoon
(june – november) we have our Manta season in which we can almost give a 100%
guarantee for encounters with this elegant giant rays.
In this time the chances to see whale sharks is also much higher than the other periods
of the year.
During the north-east monsoon the water is much clearer, means that the visibility is up
to 40m and the colors seems to be much brighter.

Diving Courses
Trial Dive
We offer a half hour trial dive experience every day with one of our staff free of charge in
our lagoon. Have you always wondered what it is like to breathe underwater? The first
time you breathe underwater is an experience to remember – and you will be surprised
how much fun it is. Come and make some bubbles with us!
Discover Scuba Diver
The DSD – Discover Scuba Diving is the first step to become a diver. During one lesson
we will teach you some easy skills in the shallow water – and off you go to your fist real
dive on a level of approx. 3-6m. The duration of a DSD adventure is approx. 2 hours and
there is no pre-qualification required.
Scuba Diver
The Scuba Diver Course is the first part of the OWD course. It includes theory, confined
water lesson and two open water dives. The required time is one day minimum. In the
end of this course you can dive under supervision with an instructor down to 12m. You
can do an upgrade to the OWD anytime.
Open Water Diver
The Open Water Course is the real key for a new experience in your life. It will take 3 to
4 days to complete this course. In this few hours you will learn all the necessary skills to
dive down to a depth of max. 18m. At the end of this course you will be awarded with
the OWD certification, that allows you to dive all over the world.
Referral OWD
The Referral OWD course is designed for beginners who completed the theory and
confined water lesson at home and would like to finish the course somewhere else. After
completion of the four open water dives you will reach the OWD level.
Advanced Open Water Diver
This course will give you another view of diving. You will learn other techniques and skills
in five different areas. For example in deep diving, navigation, night, peak performance
buoyancy, fish identification, naturalist or photography. Minimum requirement is OWD
level.
Nitrox Specialty Course
Nitrox is the airbag for a diver. Using Nitrox during a dive, means adsorbing less
Nitrogen. In this course we will explain the advantage of nitrox and at the end of the
course you will be certified as a nitrox Diver. Minimum requirement is OWD level.
Rescue Diver. You are a PADI AOW Diver or equivalent, you have experience and you
feel confident with your diving skills. You might be interested to know what to do and
how to react if somebody around you has a problem? The course will take 3-4 days and
consists of classroom presentations about how to be prepared, prevent, assess and act in
order to manage a potential diving incident. It will be followed by practical training
underwater and surface skills to help a diver in need.

Price List

Valid from 01.07.2017 onwards

All prices are in US Dollar, inclusive of all applicable taxes and
subject to change without prior notice

Diving

with tank & weight

1-5 dives
6-8 dives
9-11 dives
12-14 dives
15 and more dives

65.00
63.00
61.00
59.00
57.00

6 days non limit diving (consecutive days, minimum of 40 logged dives)

690.00

Surcharges: Jr. OWD/Scuba Diver/NonLimit with less than 40 dives
Night Dive surcharges

31.00
10.50

Equipment Rental (per dive)
Regulator
BCD (jacket)
Dive computer
Suit
Set of 3 items
12ltr cylinder
Torch
U/W Digital Camera half day
Snorkeling Set per day Special Offer

7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
19.00
6.00
10.00
29.00
11.00

First steps into a new world
Trial Diving
Intro Snorkeling
Bubblemaker
Discover Scuba Diving/Try Scuba
2nd DSD
Refresh (for certified divers)

FREE
82.00
130.00
155.00
122.00
99.00 exclusive equipment
118.00 inclusive equipment

Courses
incl. certification, manual and diploma

SCUBA Courses
with dive school equipment
SCUBA Diver
Open Water Course
Open Water & Nitrox Course

2 dives
6 dives
7 dives

450.00
815.00
995.00

2 dives
5 dives
6 dives

310.00
592.00
850.00

2 dives
6 dives
7 dives

485.00
865.00
1065.00

2 dives
5 dives
6 dives

335.00
642.00
910.00

with OWN equipment
Nitrox
Advanced Diver
Advanced & Nitrox Course

SSI Courses
with dive school equipment
Scuba Diver
Open Water Course
Open Water Course & Nitrox

with OWN equipment
Nitrox
Advanced Adventurer
Advanced Adventurer & Nitrox

PADI Courses
with dive school equipment
Scuba Diver
Open Water Course
Open Water & Nitrox

2 dives
6 dives
7 dives

545.00
920.00
1188.00

2 dives
5 dives
6 dives

375.00
697.00
1025.00

with OWN equipment
Nitrox Course
Advanced Open Water Diver
Advanced & Nitrox

Boat Trips and Excursions
Night Snorkeling
Snorkeling excurisons
Snorkeling excursions for children below 12 years
One tank trip
Two tank trip
Full day trip

52.00
52.00
12.50
19.00
28.00
55.00

General Info
•
•
•

Equipment included means: regulator, pressure gauge, computer, BCD, ABC,
tank, weights & belt
All taxes are included in our prices
Smoking on board before and in between diving is not permitted

Contact
Sea Explorer Reethi Beach
Fonimaagoodhoo, Baa Atoll
Rep. of Maldives
Tel. +960 6602626
e-mail dive@reethibeach.com
Base Leader: Ahmed Raidh

